
Year 4:         Autumn 1 

Link 1:   know some online protocols about being safe 

Share read about Australia.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

Revise what they already know. Discuss with the class what they do online and how they think they can stay safe 

online. 

The poster below gives guidance on some of the areas you may want to discuss with the children and also gives 

them some ‘SMART’ tips for staying safe online: 

http://www.childnet.com/ufiles/Young-people-and-social-networking-A.pdf  

 

Discuss what information children share on the internet and the importance of protecting our personal information 

online, use the video below to inform this discussion: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p01113z1 

 

Link 2:   know how to keep information private 

Share read about Australia.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

Revise what they already know. Discuss with the class what they do online and how they think they can stay safe 

online. 

Discuss with children how they communicate online, for example: 

 Do you chat via online games  

 Do you have your own profile on social networking sites?   

 Who are you talking to online?  
Ask them to tell you what they are accessing online so you can stay current and up-to-date with what the children 

are using. 

Ask the children to access Safety Land to find out what the children have learnt so far.  Once they have completed all 

of the questions they will receive a certificate: 

http://www.att.com/Common/images/safety/game.html - 

Watch this cartoon to raise their awareness of the privacy: 

https://youtu.be/-e98hxHZiTg 
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Link 3:   know how to report online behaviour that concerns them 

Share read about Australia.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

Ask the children what they use the internet for?  Consider and promote the benefits and advantages of the internet 

and how we can use it for enjoyment.   

During this discussion, focus specifically on social networking, what is the purpose of Social Networks (connecting 

people)?  What other ways can social networks be used – news reporting, by businesses to promote products/ 

services or schools to keep in touch with parents/ carers. 

Now demonstrate how social networks can be misused by watching this 15 min video from Newsround: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/26136189   

Ask children to discuss who they can talk to if they have any online concerns i.e. a trusted adult or via the ‘Report 

Abuse’ CEOP button    

 

 

 

 

Link 4:   know what plagiarism and copy right means 

Share read about Australia.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

Discuss and explain copyright and plagiarism.  Discuss the importance of understanding online research rather than 

just copying it. 

Ask children to imagine how they would feel if they put their work online and someone came along, stole all their 

ideas and claimed that they had made it.  Explain that this is particularly important for images/photos and that if 

they publish their own websites/blogs/use images on social networking sites that are owned by someone else they 

are breaking the law and could be charged for it.   

Show children websites where they can get copyright photos, such as: 

www.compfight.com  

http://www.morguefile.com/archive  
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Also, consider from their own perspective how many sites, such as Facebook, can use any of the photos they post for 

their own marketing and advertising purposes. 

Why do we have passwords?  Why do we need to keep our information safe?  Who should we tell our passwords to?   

 

Link 5:   know how technology has changed over time 

Share read about Australia.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

Children to watch a short film illustrating the timeline of technological milestones. Examples:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1aiIeBcKBi8 or 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UFwWWsz_X9s 

Show examples of old technology to see if the children can guess what they are e.g. old mobile phones, VHS tapes or 

floppy discs.  

Discuss how technology is becoming smaller and more advanced over time. For example, introduce the concept of 

Moore’s law (the number of transistors on a microchip doubles every 18 months to two years, which is why 

technology is getting smaller). The transistors on Intel's chips are so tiny that they are not visible to the naked eye.  

Tell the children that they will be creating a blog using Edmodo to publish research.  

 

 

Link 6:   know how to research and publish information about sound inventions 

Share read about Australia.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

You as the teacher will need to set up an Edmodo (https://www.edmodo.com) account which is a free, online 

learning space designed especially for schools.  This can be accessed on iPads or desktops via the web. 

 
Whilst it may look like Facebook, it is much more child-friendly. Children can only access and send messages to their 
whole year group - they can't send private messages to each other and no strangers can 'friend' them. 
Messages may also contain attachments - uploaded files, pictures or website links. This enables them to learn the 
benefits of digital communication in a safe environment. 
 
Ask the children to log on to Edmodo using the class code and then ask them to set up a user name and password. 
This might be easier if it was completed in small groups.  
Next, tell the children that they will be looking more closely at key inventions (the telephone, photographic camera, 

television and computer) that have led to the technology we know today. 
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Children are to work in small groups to research one of the above inventions linked to sound e.g. telephone. There 

research should include the following information: 

 Inventors name and other useful facts e.g. date of invention.  

 Photos/illustrations of the invention  

 How the technology was initially used, for example the computer was invented to crunch numbers and crack 
codes not to play games or use Facebook.  

 

  

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know the main components of a computer 

Share read about Australia.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

Children will learn about the inside of a computer, what it looks like and what key elements do. Show the two videos 

below, the first will introduce the children to the components of the computer and the second how it all works 

1- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4eNTlwnnhss  

2 - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AkFi90lZmXA 

Next demonstrate the app, Thinglink to the class.  If you have not used Thinglink before then this short tutorial may 

be useful: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jA8TIVSSSWY 

Ask children to work in groups to create their own Thinglink image to explain in their own words the key parts of a 

computer.  They could add links to external videos, record audio or add additional images to annotate their image of 

a computer.  

Once completed, the children can upload the file to their Edmodo profile. 
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Year 4:         Autumn 2 

Link 1:   know how search engines work 

Share read about Hong Kong.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

Lead a class discussion about technology and communications today for example, how search engines work, how 

programmers need to write the software to make the hardware work, introduce what programming language is for 

and how data and databases work.  

One example would be to explain that Facebook is a massive database which stores all of the user’s information.  

This information can then be used to tailor what adverts appear on an individual’s profile.    

Show the children this video to show how search engines work: 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/webwise/0/22562913  

In groups, ask the children to research on the internet and find out how Google works.  Ask the children to post their 

findings to their Edmodo profile. 

 

Link 2:   know what augmented reality means 

Share read about Hong Kong.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

Demonstrate to the children examples of newer technology: 

Augmented reality: http://www.howstuffworks.com/augmented-reality.htm  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Augmented_reality   

 

3D printing: 

http://mashable.com/2013/03/28/3d-printing-explained/  

 

Code clubs: 

 https://www.codeclub.org.uk  

 

Make clubs: 

 http://www.youngmakers.org  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maker_culture  
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Nano technology / medical technology: http://science.howstuffworks.com/nanotechnology.htm   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nanotechnology  

 

Ask children to research on the internet and find out more about new and trending technology.  Ask the children to 

post their findings on their blog. 

 

Link 3:   know games use variables 

Share read about Hong Kong.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface 

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

Revise what a sprite is. 

Explain the Scratch user interface to the children and how to create your own sprite in Scratch. 
Explain the Stage in Scratch and how to create your own background image for the stage. 
Discuss and ask the children to identify different types of animation in popular computer games or computer games 
that children play. 
 
 

Link 4:   know how to identify player interaction 

Share read about Hong Kong.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface 

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

Discuss and ask the children to identify the different types of artificial intelligence built into popular computer games 
or computer games that the children might play. 
Discuss and ask the children to identify the different types of player interaction used in popular computer games or 
computer games that the children might play. 
 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to introduce scoring into a game 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface 

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

Discuss and ask the children to identify where scores and timers are used in computer games that they are familiar 
with. 
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Year 4:         Spring 1 

Link 1:   know how to record and evaluate video footage 

Share read about the weather e.g. met office online 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface 

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

Show a sample of film clips and discuss how the clips were filmed e.g.  discuss lighting, location, framing and shot 

sizes.  Identify how formal programmes, such as the news differ from those designed to entertain, like a soap opera.  

Demonstrate how to use a camera to film a sequence using a flipcam or iPad.   

Ask the children to film a set of short clips – divide the class into pairs or small groups to gather some footage by 

filming short clips.  Use a series of interview questions or ask them to describe their favourite holiday or event. 

Ask the children to evaluate their footage, identifying positive and negative aspects of the clips and identify how this 

can be rectified.  Their analysis should consider lighting, sound quality, movement, location and the use of open and 

closed questions etc. 

 

Link 2:   know how to plan a production 

Share read about the weather e.g. met office online 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface 

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

In pairs/small groups, ask them to create a storyboard to an agreed brief based on a weather forecast.  A storyboard 

is a loose plan of what will happen, by whom and where.  It should be a sequence of drawings along with some 

direction and dialogue/text.  This can be amended as necessary but should be used to keep the film within the 

agreed parameters.   

This can be a paper-based activity or completed using an app/ software such as Comic Life, Popplet, Pages or 

Publisher. 

 

Link 3:   know how import video into video editing software 

Share read about the weather e.g. met office online 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface 

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

What where the positive and negative aspects of the footage?  Explain that they will need to apply what they have 

learnt when making their films. 
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Make children aware that when they are filming they should always consider the environment they are filming in 

before they start, for example, noisy roads, people and wind will all affect sound quality. Make sure the camera is 

positioned close to the action and is as free from unwanted noise as much as possible. 

Recording the forecast – Ask the children to produce a script that follows the storyboard they produced in session 2 

and then record their movie using either a video camera, flipcam or an iPad/Tablet device. 

Over the next few sessions, children will be using iMovie.  If you have not used iMovie before, you may wish to refer 

to the iMovie Tutorial guide (Ref 29.1), Editing video with iMovie (Ref 29.2) or this online tutorial video - 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8vbzDXk4vKk  

The groups should import their previous footage into iMovie (create a new event) either by removing the memory 

card from the camera (often SD, XD etc) and placing it into a card reader port, or by attaching the camera cable to a 

laptop or computer or by releasing the USB on a flipcam and inserting into a USB port.   

Individual clips can be selected or the ‘select all’ option can be used.  Often it is easier to review the footage on a 

laptop rather than on the device. 

Groups must organise their footage.  Listen for sound quality; check lighting levels are correct, that framing 

conventions have been applied accurately and shot types are appropriate.  Delete all unnecessary footage.  The 

group should also add any additional information to their storyboard.  

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    know how to add titles and sound effects 

Share read about the weather e.g. met office online 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface 

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php   

Each group must now create a new project within iMovie and select an appropriate theme - iMovie will then 

automatically add transitions between clips when the children add their footage into the project.  Any footage in the 

event library can then be added to the project timeline, in full or in part, as many times as necessary. Groups should 

refer to their storyboard to order their clips correctly.  

Demonstrate to the children how to edit their footage.  Each group must determine any enhancements they need to 

make to tidy up each clip e.g. remove any unwanted footage by splitting the clip and deleting any footage that is no 

longer required. 

Children must now add the finishing touches to their footage – sound effects, text, music and make any alterations 

to the audio.  They should do the following: 

Text – This should be added at the start to introduce the forecast and at the end to let the audience know who 

starred in the film.  Children may also want to add text during, for example if they are producing a news report then 

they may want to add the news reporter’s name.  

Music and Sound Effects – Ask the children to include introductory music to their film, they can then add some 

throughout the film if appropriate.  Similarly if they need any sound effects adding they can do this. 

The final project should be exported as a movie.  This will compress all the various elements into a file for viewing 

either on a mobile device or on a laptop.   

Host a show and tell giving each group an agreed time limit to introduce and show their movie.   
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Year 4:         Spring  2 

Link 1:   know what HTML means 

Share read about teeth.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface 

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php 

Give an explanation of what HTML is and how to create a HTML file. 
 
Look at the structure of a HTML file and ask the children to build the structure of their first HTML file. 

Explain how the title tag works within a HTML file and demonstrate how you add a title for the web page. 
 
Demonstrate the use of heading elements and the different heading elements available. Allow the children to 
experiment with the different heading elements. 
 
Give the web page a title (My Film Review Web Page) and add a heading to the page (Harry Potter and The Deathly 

Hallows) using a heading element. 

 

Link 2:   know how to change the background of a web page 

Share read about teeth.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php 

Explain how the background colour of pages is changed using the background element and then allow them to 
experiment with changing the background colour of their page using different hexadecimal codes. 
 
Show the examples of how text can be changed using the different text elements. 
Change the background colour of their page and set the font style for their web page.   
 

 

Link 3:   know how to add an image to a web page 

Share read about teeth.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php 

Ask the children to search the internet to find a suitable image to represent their film or book review.  
Demonstrate how you then add that image to your web page using the image element.  
 
Add an image to the web page and then begin to write their review using the paragraph element.     
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Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to embed tables into a web page 

Share read about teeth.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php 

Show examples or lists and how they are used in HTML web pages. Demonstrate how to create a list on their web 
page and allow them to experiment with creating lists. 
 
Discuss links in web pages, how they are used and what they are used for. Demonstrate how to create a link on a 

HTML web page. 

Add a list of characters from the film/book and a link to other web pages which relate to the review they are writing. 

Show how information can be presented in tables and how they are created within HTML web pages. Allow the 
children time to experiment with tables and their structure. 
 
Embed a table into their review web page to present information. They will then be asked to fill the table with 

various different types of information based on their book or film review 
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Year 4:          Summer  1 

Link 1:   know how to use a story spine to create their own story. 

Share read a Viking story or a parable.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php 

Explain to the children that they are going to write a story using the Disney/Pixar story spine. 
The children will have 30 mins to write their own adventure story. They can choose characters and settings from the 
Scratch Jr Character and Setting Sheet or come up with their own. They will have to draw them later to be included 
in their final coding activity. 
 

 

Link 2:   know how sequence code to perform an action 

Share read a Viking story or a parable.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php 

Revise Scratch and how to create characters and stages. 

Learn how to make the characters they have created move. 

Additional Scratch Jr games and resources to extend understanding can be found here: 

https://www.scratchjr.org/teach/activities 

 

Link 3:   know how to create an animation for their story 

Share read a Viking story or a parable.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php 

Revise Scratch and how to create characters and stages. 

Create an animation for their digital story. 

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    Know how to write a learning journey 

Share read a Viking story or a parable.  
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Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision:  revise nessy fingers; revise instructions, Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr      Website: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr         web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/  

Starter: Speed type the alphabet: https://www.speedtypingonline.com/games/type-the-alphabet.php 

Using Book Creator ask the children to write a learning journey based on what they have done and learnt including 
lots of photos and recordings. Ask the children to reflect on their learning successes. 
 
This video may be useful if you need to demonstrate the use of Book Creator: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=znrlTHDzr6s 
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Year 4:    Summer 2 

Link 1:  know how to make an avatar move and understand the idea of block-based coding 

Share read a news report based on Ada Lovelace 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 
typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 
search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Create and design and debug programs that accomplish specific goals. Use logical reasoning to detect and correct 
errors in programs    https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks                            https://www.scratchjr.org/teach < - 
Tutorials  

Block-based coding. This is where we drag and drop lines of code to create an algorithm. Explain that this is like a 
sentence. In order for it to make sense, everything must be in the right order. This sequencing will help our 
programs do things in the correct order. Open up Scratch Jr.  

Create a new project and begin to explore. Start by explaining how to add blocks. The event and motion blocks are 
the easiest to begin with. Using the different control blocks, explore with the class the different function of each 
colours.  

Create a program that will get the Saxon avatar to walk 2 steps forwards and 2 steps back.  Tell the children that 
today, we have 3 goals:  

1) Make our avatar walk 10 steps forward (blue blocks)  

2) Make our avatar speak (show the purple blocks)  

3) Make our avatar sing (Green blocks)  

Each event will need to be launched using a yellow (triggering) block. The easiest is to do the motion when the flag 
is clocked, however, on an iPad the controls can be changed to starting on taps or shakes if the iPad.  

Write a news report.  

 

Link 2:  know how to debug a program 

Share read a news report based on Ada Lovelace 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 
typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 
search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Scratch Jr – Drive across the city/ Run a race Create and design and debug programs that accomplish specific 
goals. Use logical reasoning to detect and correct errors in programs. 
Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks                            https://www.scratchjr.org/teach < - Tutorials  

Place the tutorial link on a document that can be accessed on the iPads by all (this could be shared on 
a GDrive document). Follow the tutorial given by ScratchJr.  

Explore the term debugging. Explain that we debug in all lessons. Every time we make a mistake and correct it, we 
are debugging.  
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How can you get the car to reset and repeat 5 times?  

Write a newspaper report. 

 

Link 3:  know how to use repetitions in programs 

Share read a news report based on Ada Lovelace 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 
typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 
search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks                            https://www.scratchjr.org/teach < - Tutorials  

Scratch Jr – Sunset/moonrise   Use repetition in 
programs     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks                 https://www.scratchjr.org/teach        

Place the tutorial link on a document that can be accessed on the iPads by all (this could be shared on 
a GDrive document). Follow the tutorial by ScratchJr.  

Explore the term debugging. Explain that we debug in all lessons. Every time we make a mistake and correct it, we 
are debugging.  

How can you get the scene to reset repeat itself 5 times?   

Can you change one of your characters to a robot that is stuck in a repeat loop, saying the same thing over and 
over? 

Write a section of a newspaper report. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      know use repetition in programs. Use logical reasoning to 

detect and correct errors in programs  

Share read a news report based on Ada Lovelace 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 
typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 
search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks                            https://www.scratchjr.org/teach < - Tutorials  

Scratch Jr – Sunset/moonrise   Use repetition in 
programs     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks                 https://www.scratchjr.org/teach        

Recap over the skills learnt over the past few sessions. Define the use of each coloured block and how we would use 
them.  

Ask the children to create a scene where two Saxon sprites are interacting. This could be two people talking, a 
baseball bat hitting a ball and flying away, a person reading a book or any other scene where two objects interact.   

Can you make a scene where our avatars use every coloured block available? 
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Write a newspaper report 

 

Bridging project 

Link 1:  know how to use repetitions in programs  

Share read 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: Dance Mat touch 

typing: http://www.bbc.co.uk/guides/z3c6tfr     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks  web browser/ 

search/ send/ receive/ code/ world wide web/ internet/ input/ variables/ users/ sprites/ loops/ interface/ HTML/ 

Scratch Jr – Sunset/moonrise   Use repetition in 
programs     Website: https://www.scratchjr.org/learn/blocks                 https://www.scratchjr.org/teach        

Recap over the skills learnt over the past few sessions. Define the use of each coloured block and how we would use 
them.  

Ask the children to create a scene where two cats are interacting.    

Can you make a scene where our cats use every coloured block available? 

Write a newspaper report 
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